new dwelling

new dwelling

new dwelling

Gable above ceiling lineon this elevation
will be single skin blackwork dressed
with Code 5 lead flashing

concrete
interlocking
tiles

obscure glass

existing dwelling

reconstructed
stone
boiler

white upvc doors
& windows

dpc to new house
450mm below
existing
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Plastic 450mm diameter manholes
up to a maximum 1m deep. Bed
manhole base onto concrete
existing
drain
run

foundations
insulated cavity closures
escape window

safety gazing

escape window

ensure insulation extends fully
to back edge of existing cavity

100mm reconstructed stone
Tie to existing wall to
engineers detail

100mm Earthwool Dritherm 32 Ultimate
by Knauff Insulation
100mm Celcon Solar blockwork

BED 2

drain under floor slab

BED 3

lounge

joist
span

In roof void raise gable on party wall line
in 100mm brickwork with lead facing

Staircase to be constructed as follows:-

Beam to engineers design

joist
span

50mm waste and
minimum 75mm
trap to basin

Maximum rise of steps 220mm
Minimum goings to steps 220mm
Pitch must be less than 42 degrees
(therefore 220 rise can not be used with a 220mm going)
Risers and Goings to be equal throughout the flight.
Twice the rise plus the going should fall between 550 and 700mm
Handrail at 900mm above the pich line to be provided
Guarding to landings to be provided at minimum 900mm height
Minimum width between strings to be 800mm
Minimum clear headroom of 2m
No gaps on staircase or guarding greater than 99mm.
All blaustrading / guarding to be non-climable e.g vertical balusters

50x 100mm stud internal partitons
filled with 10kg/m3 fibre glass
insulation
15 litre/sec extract fan
ducted to external air
via tile vent

SD

BATHROOM

dining
100mm stack pipe to terminate
900mm above bathroom window

450 diameter pvc manhole
to pick up soil and vent pipe

Revision

Description

Date

CLIENT:
Bulkhead over stairs

50mm waste and minimum
50mm traps to shower

60 litre/sec fan or 30 litre/sec if
adj to cooker hood.
Agree Position with client

kitchen

MSBC Ltd
LOCATION:

existing cavity wall to be rendered
and dry lined prior and sound tested

BED 1
SD

Balanced flue gas combi-boiler
min efficiency 90% installed by
Gas Safe Engineer

39 The Old Common, Chalford
Gloucestershire

15mm Render to seal Party Wall then
dry line with 12.5mm plasterboard
and skim plaster finish

beams to
engineers design

TITLE:

w.c

SD

15 litre / sec fan

Provide interconnected mains operated smoke alarms
Alarms to be 300mm from walls and light fittings
and not located over heaters.
A battery back up may be provided or the system to be
wired to a regularly used lighting circuit.

NEW DWELLING
Proposed Plans & Elevations
Fire escape window with a minimum
clear opening of 450mm sited
800-1100mm above finished floor level

Ensure system compliance with BS 7671
(The IEE Wiring Regulations).

mobility threshold
and drainage
channel

Mark Sheehan
39 The Old Common
Chalford, GL6 8HH

Smoke alarms must be placed within 7.5m of all doors
to habitable rooms.
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900mm wide ramped approach at a
max gradient of 1:12
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